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Fiore was founded in 1967 by Vittorio Fiore, and initially specialised
in mechanical metal cleaning treatments before moving on to galvanization,
thus expanding its market and gaining the trust of an ever increasing
customer base.



In 1976 the company moved to its current location and further expanded its
field of action and accuracy in the treatments carried out.
When Vittorio Fiore’s sons Vincenzo and Claudio joined the family company
the business also expanded into the metal carpentry, tube and wire
processing sector.





One of the strengths of the constant growth of the company has always been
the search for solutions that can meet customer needs fully with highly
effective services. This is obtained thanks to ongoing research in the field and
professional development, as well as using the latest machinery for
production and treatment services.



Today Fiore is a leading company in supplying surface protection treatments
for metals and manufacture of roll containers and wire stillage cages that are
designed and manufactured to specific customer needs.



All phases of manufacturing the various containers and cages are carried out
inside the production workshop with the utmost care, from design to final
product manufacturing to guarantee high quality resistance and accuracy of
the galvanization process and careful selection of raw materials.



All production phases are carried out inside the company using
technologically advanced machinery that can automatically check that the
product conforms to required standards.



Fiore has adopted an internal control and management system for all
production processes to guarantee high quality standards in accordance

withUNI EN ISO 9001:2000.
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Standard Roll
Fiore can supply flat based, easy to
handle, resistant, high performance
standard roll containers.

Perfect assembly guarantees a solid
structure that has been accurately tested
and checked in all phases of production.
This roll container is equipped with two
rigid and two swivel caster wheels.

CODE
Capacity (kg)
External dimensions (mm)
Height(mm)
Internal dimensions (mm)
Standard caster wheel Ф (mm)
Mesh

R01.01

R01.02

R01.03

500

500

500

710x800

710x800

710x800

1500

1650

1800

660 x745x1320

660 x745x1470

660 x745x1620

100

100

100

110 x 260

110 x 330

110 x 395
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Standard Roll with III Sides
This type of roll container satisfies
particular needs thanks to the third side
and is easy to assemble and fold. It is
mainly used in the industrial laundry
sector as well as in public services and
facilities.

The container comes with a bright
electro zinc‐plated finish and one
adjustable strap and steel springs.
This product can be customised with the
addition of a wire shelf on request.

CODE
Capacity (kg)
External dimensions (mm)
Height(mm)
Internal dimensions (mm)
Standard caster wheel Ф (mm)
Mesh

R01.01.03

R01.02.03

R01.03.03

500

500

500

710x800

710x800

710x800

1500

1650

1800

660 x745x1320

660 x745x1470

660 x745x1620

100

100

100

110 x 260

110 x 330

110 x 395
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Standard Roll with III and IV Sides

We can also supply roll containers with
three or four sides which are suitable for
different purposes and the shape,
dimensions and sides can be customised.
It is mainly used in the distribution,
transportation
and
manufacturing
sectors.

The container comes with a bright
electro zinc‐plated finish and a wire shelf
can be added on request.

CODE
Capacity (kg)
External dimensions (mm)
Height(mm)
Internal dimensions (mm)
Standard caster wheel Ф (mm)
Mesh

R01.01.03.04

R01.02.03.04

R01.03.03.04

500

500

500

710x800

710x800

710x800

1500

1650

1800

660 x745x1320 660 x745x1470 660 x745x1620
100

100

100

110 x 260

110 x 330

110 x 395
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Roll Multi‐use

This type of roll container is the ideal
solution for handling large volume loads
such as in goods warehouses.
It has an adjustable third and fourth side,
bright electro zinc‐plated finish and a
shelf can be added on request.

CODE
Capacity (kg)
External dimensions (mm)
Height(mm)
Internal dimensions (mm)
Standard caster wheel Ф (mm)
Mesh

R03.03.04
500
800x1200
1800
745x1140 x1620
125
110 x 395
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STD Roll Laundry
This type of roll container is the ideal
solution for handling large volume loads
such as in goods warehouses.

It has an adjustable third and fourth side,
bright electro zinc‐plated finish and a
shelf can be added on request.

CODE

R04.03.03.04

R05.03.03.04

500

500

External dimensions (mm)

600x800x1800

710x800x1800

Internal dimensions (mm)

550x750x1620

665x750x1620

125

125

Top mesh panel (mm)

115x350

115x350

Bottom mesh panel (mm)

55x395

55x395

500

500

Capacity (kg)

Standard caster wheel Ф (mm)

Half hinged front gate (mm)
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CC Laundry Roll
Designed to be used inside industrial
laundries this roll container has three
sides that are bolted to each other and
the base for increased stability and
resistance.
The half‐hinged front gate slides open
easily to facilitate loading and unloading.
The fine mesh, 50 x 50, makes handling
laundry easy and prevents items from
falling out.
The container comes with a bright
electro zinc‐plated finish, a wire shelf
and can be customised to suit any needs

CODE
Capacity (kg)
External dimensions (mm)
Height(mm)
Internal dimensions (mm)
Standard caster wheel Ф (mm)
Mesh

R06.03.04
500
710x800
1800
670 x740x1620
125
50x50
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Security Roll
This roll container model is designed to
withstand theft and offers maximum
security with its all over fine mesh 50×50
which forms a completely closed box.
It is used to handle high value goods and
is equipped with two rigid and two
swivel caster wheels to facilitate
movement.
The container comes with a bright
electro zinc‐plated finish and can be
customised by adding shelves on
request.

CODE
Capacity (kg)
External dimensions (mm)
Height(mm)
Internal dimensions (mm)
Standard caster wheel Ф (mm)
Mesh

R07.03
500
710x800
1800
660x745x1620
100
50x50
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Large Volume Roll
A roll container designed for heavy loads
given its extraordinary strength and
capacity.
It can be used for moving goods and for
storage and be safely stacked to ensure
space saving given that it is fitted with a
locking system.
The container comes with a bright
electro zinc‐plated finish and can be
customised to suit any needs on request.

CODE
Capacity (kg)
External dimensions (mm)
Height(mm)
Internal dimensions (mm)

R10.03
400
1190x1470
2100
1100x1400x1720

Stacking

1+1

Standard caster wheel Ф (mm)

125

Mesh

150x210
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Stillage Cages ‐ 400
This type of cage is designed
to suit all transport and
storage requirements for
large yet light materials.
A small, light and very strong
cage that can be stacked and
folded with a half hinged
gate for quick and easy
loading
and
unloading.
They can be stacked up to
three high.

CODE

C01.01

C01.02

Capacity (kg)

400

400

Unit weight (kg)

37

40

External dimensions (mm)

1290x840x1020

1290x1020x1020

Internal dimensions (mm)

1210x770x840

1210x950x840

Opening side

1290

1290

Stacking

3+1

3+1

65X115

65x115

Mesh (mm)
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Large Volume Stillage Cage
An adaptable, stackable cage
designed
for
holding
and
transporting
large
volume goods.

The cage is 1475 x 1160 x
1380h mm and has a bright
electro zinc‐plated finish.

CODE

C03.01

Capacity (kg)

400

Unit weight (kg)

62

External dimensions (mm)

1475x1160x1380

Internal dimensions (mm)

1400x1080x1220

Opening side

1475

Stacking

1+1

Mesh

65x120
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Pallet Cage
The pallet cage makes it
possible to organise goods in a
practical way at a minimum
expense resolving problems
relating to space and order
inside
your
business.
Suitable for both production
and
storage
as
well
as displaying goods for
sale
given
its
standard
dimensions and can be folded
when not in use.
It has one or two fold down
gates and is extremely stable
and is both a functional and
economical solution to your
needs.
CODE

C05.01

Capacity (kg)

800

Unit weight (kg)

29

External dimensions (mm)

1220x820x880

Internal dimensions (mm)

1150x740x850

Opening side (mm)

1220

Stacking

3+1

Mesh

65x120
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Half Size Stillage Cage

This half‐size stillage cage is
designed to contain and
display goods given its light
weight,
adaptable
and
efficient structure.

Goods can be organised
rapidly and can be stacked
one on top of the other.
With bright electro zinc‐
plated finish.

CODE

C04.01

Capacity (kg)

250

Unit weight (kg)

21

External dimensions (mm)

800x650x700

Internal dimensions (mm)

750x550x580

Stacking
Mesh

3+1
50x130
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Spare Parts
WHITE NYLON CASTER WHEEL
Swivel caster
Diam.100x35
Capacity Kg. 200
Cod. R.NB100 SG

WHITE NYLON CASTER WHEEL
Rigid caster
diam.100x35
Capacity Kg.200
Cod. R.NB100 SF

POLYPROPYLENE CASTER WHEEL
diam.100×35 complete with ball bearings,
a pin and a nut
Capacity Kg. 150
Cod. R.PPN100 R
POLYPROPYLENE CASTER WHEEL
Swivel caster diam.100×35
Capacity Kg. 150
Cod. R.PPN100 SG
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Spare Parts
POLYPROPYLENE CASTER WHEEL
Rigid caster
Diam.100x35
Capacity Kg.150
Cod. R.PPN100 SF

ELASTIC RUBBER CASTER WHEEL
Swivel caster
Diam.125x35
Capacity 150 Kg.
Cod. R.GE125 SG

ELASTIC RUBBER CASTER WHEEL
Rigid caster
Diam.125x35
Capacity 150 Kg.
Cod. R.GE125 SF
POLYPROPYLENE CASTER WHEEL
Swivel caster
Diam.100x35
Capacity Kg. 150 Cod. R.PPN100 SG
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Spare Parts
NYLON‐POLYURETHANE CASTER WHEEL
Swivel caster
Diam.125x35
Capacity 180 Kg.
Cod. R.NP125 SG

NYLON‐POLYURETHANE CASTER WHEEL
Swivel caster
Diam.125
Poretata 180 kg.
Cod.R.NP125 SG

GREY RUBBER CASTER WHEEL
Swivel caster
Diam.125x35
Capacity Kg.150
Cod. GG125 SF
GREY RUBBER CASTER WHEEL
Rigid caster
Diam.125x35
Capacity Kg.150 Cod. R.GG125 SF
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Spare Parts
TROLLEY CASTER WHEEL
Clearance hole
Diam.125x30
Capacity 70 Kg.
Cod.R. MA 125

POLYPROPYLENE CASTER WHEEL
Swivel caster
Diam.125x35
Capacity 150 kg
Cod. R.PPB 125 SG

POLYPROPYLENE CASTER WHEEL
Rigid caster
Diam.125x35
Capacity Kg.150
Cod. R.PPB 125 SF
NYLON STRAP for Roll Container
Cod. CN 080
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Spare Parts

STEEL SPRING
For Roll Container
Cod. MA 01

MESH SHELF
Cod. RP 120

MESH SHELF
Cod. RP 070
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